WHAT CAN I BRING TO CLASS WHEN TAKING AN EXEMPTION EXAM?

✓ **ACCOUNTG 590: Financial Accounting**  
  This exam is open book and open notes, calculators are permitted. Computers are not permitted. *Be sure to turn in the supporting materials when you turn in your completed exam.*  
  **NOTE:** Supporting material attached to exam.

✓ **DECISION 610: Probability and Statistics**  
  The exam will be open book and open notes. Calculators are permitted.

✓ **FINANCE 645: Global Financial Management**  
  No books allowed. Students are allowed to bring one 8.5x11 sheet of paper with writing on both sides. Calculators are permitted.

✓ **MGRECON 780: Managerial Economics**  
  This exam is closed book and closed notes. Calculators are permitted.

✓ **MARKETING 795: Marketing Management**  
  This exam is closed book and closed notes.

✓ **OPERATNS 820: Operations Management**  
  This exam is closed book, calculator permitted, personal computer not permitted. International students may use a dictionary.
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